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Message from the President, Cynthia McCrary
Pick Bite-Size Goals That Are Actually Achievable
How are your New Year’s resolutions going? Did you give up on the ones you set by the end
of January, or did you continue working on setting goals differently than you have in the
past? Coming out of a time that was difficult for each of us, I proposed we try a different way
of setting resolutions – cutting them into manageable sizes while focusing on our true motivation for setting these goals. I would like you to consider, at this time, picking bite-size
goals that are achievable.
For New Year’s resolutions to work, avoid pie-in-the-sky wishes and focus instead on goals
that are doable and easily measurable. Resolving to get healthier or spending less, for example, might be too vague. If you set these giant, nonspecific, unattainable goal, what motivation are you going to have to ever try again if you fail?
If you want to get stronger but have not exercised in years, do not aim to start working out
three days a week for an hour at a time. If you have not joined an investment club or began
to learn about purchasing quality growth stocks for generational worth, do not aim to be a
millionaire in six months.
Instead, whittle your expectations and start by working out once a week for just half an hour
or less. Join an investment club that meets monthly and
present educational opportunities to help you become astute
in growing a manageable portfolio. If you can do this consistently for a couple of months, each small success can help
propel you towards bigger ones.
Start small; pick some small goal that you almost know you
are going to accomplish. Your brain gets a win and that win
releases all these positive neurochemicals. Guess what? And
then we want to do it again.
Plan to join me again next quarter; I would like to share
with you how to make a plan, not a resolution, if you want to
make more money. In the meantime, visit an investment
club as a small goal to set up a win for your brain.
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We are getting closer to our Annual Education Fair
We’ve got all the presenters lined up for your event on August 20,
2022. We will be meeting at the Morrow Center in Morrow,
Georgia, just south of Atlanta. Be sure to register shortly for this
event to hear our renown educators.
You will have the choice of five sessions throughout the day to
attend. Speakers are Cy Lynch from Atlanta, Suzi Artzberger from
national BI, Christi Powell from our Ohio-Indiana Chapter, Robin
Ware from the North Florida Chapter, and Craig Braemer from the
San Francisco Chapter---all accomplished presenters. Julie Werner
will kick things off at 9AM to get us motivated to continue to
practice BI procedures.
Price is $40 for BI members and $45 for non-members. Shortly we
will release topics and a short description of their presentation to
help you decide what courses you want to attend.
See you there!, Clair Redmond, Education VP
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Celebrating Our Investment Clubs

L-R Cynthia McCrary, Georgia Chapter Director,
Gina Martin, Marsha Thompson, Shannon Hinds, Sarah Curry, Tonya Curry and Gay Hinds

Shoreline Investment Group
I would like to introduce to some and present to others the Shoreline Investment
Group. I am especially proud of these ladies for various reasons.
First, these ladies reached their first milestone recognition for their Five-Year Anniversary. The average investment club that forms rarely remain intact to reach
the five-year anniversary. Reaching five years, I anticipate this club will certainly
reach additional milestone years.

Secondly, four of the members are original members, but they have expanded to
six members with the addition of daughters of two of the members. This is a concept of generational wealth taking place in action.
Thirdly, the club members will reach out and utilize the Georgia Chapter of BetterInvesting with any questions when information is needed. No, the Georgia Chapter
does not interfere with the club’s operational decisions nor the stock purchases or
sells. But they will seek out answers to questions or concerns they may have as a
democratic club. Hence, Shoreline Investment Group has taken the initiative to
become a successful investment group following the BetterInvesting processes
and methodologies. Please join me in congratulating this club on reaching their
first of many successful milestones.
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Thanks to all who entered an entry best to all
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Confessions of a Club Treasurer, By Jim Vandersall
Club Treasurer—a position nobody wants to volunteer for. Overworked, Underappreciated are words used to describe the
position. There are a lot of responsibilities which consume time. You cannot be rushed because that one mistake could fester into something larger. And if that happens….well, we will not talk about that.
I have been a club treasurer in two clubs—one for the past five years (previously as a backup), and I have been the only
treasurer for the Central Georgia Model Investment Club. I enjoy numbers, accounting, etc. and I sometimes wonder why I
never pursued that as a career. Oh well, too old to shift gears now. What I can do is discuss what “I” do as a treasurer, how I
accomplish the duties of the position, and how I consistently keep the books clean.
First, the treasurer has the most responsibilities within a club. Sure, there may be a President, Vice President etc. which by
name means greater prestige. But neither of those positions is as vital as the treasurer. The treasurer manages the “engine”
that makes the club go— “MONEY.”
So—that being said—below are a few of “MY” principles. I am not saying this is the only, best, or even most preferred way
to perform the job. But these principles or concepts allow both me and club members to sleep at night
Be upfront and forthcoming. Every club member has an investment in the club, whether it be the largest or smallest,
their money is tied up in the club. The myICLUB (or Bivio) software is a great tool for any club member to use to
view the club’s financial situation. In addition to the information within myICLUB, I also make available the monthly
brokerage statements available in a folder. This provides a good “audit” capability throughout the year. Members,
should they choose, can view the statements to ensure the overworked treasurer recorded club financial transactions correctly. So bottom line—be open. One thing I notice frequently is that some clubs are using home grown
excel workbooks or other methods instead of online tools provided. That makes for extra work, and I wonder how
transparency and reliability is achievable. I personally would not recommend that approach. And if you need to find
or uncover a mistake that was entered in the past, look out.
Cover your ________! Make backup copies of everything you send out regarding club finances. I make a copy of each
check deposit statement (we use TDAmeritrade—no endorsement meant) created online and later mailed with the
checks to the broker. This statement includes check numbers and amounts. I can later reference this to ensure all
individual checks were deposited (yes, brokers make mistakes!). Also, backup your accounting records. myICLUB
has built in backup capabilities which are automated in addition to allowing you to backup/restore from a prior
backup date.

My last point for this month—Balance your books TO THE PENNY monthly and ensure it they agree with the brokerage
statement. If it does not, it will lead to bigger problems if not corrected immediately. I have seen several clubs
write off a discrepancy as an expense. Personally, I would take it as a challenge to find the error. Sometimes it may
not even be on your end. As I stated earlier, brokers make mistakes. To help rectify, do not be afraid to ask for help.
A second set of eyes is always good and often helps. That is the one of the benefits of the annual audit to be accomplished by someone other than the treasurer. That would be like the fox watching the hen house.
The items above are just some of my thoughts. If you want to hear more, have questions, or would like me to expand on
anything, I will be discussing the Club Treasurer position during the upcoming Georgia Chapter Mentoring Session in June
and the Ga Chapter Club Treasurer Workshop during the July Town Hall.
Jim Vandersall—an “overworked, underpaid treasurer” as Larry Reno often says.
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Connect with us!
WEBSITE
Betterinvesting.org/chapters/Georgia
EMAIL
Contact@betterinvesting.georgia.net
Facebook
Facebook.com/betterinvestinggachapter
Instagram
Instagram.com/betterinvesting_gachapter
YouTube
Search “BI Directors of Georgia”
Twitter
Twitter.com/Chapter
Meetup
Meetup.com/Central-Georgia-Stock-Investment-Club/

The Georgia Chapter is run entirely by volunteer Directors, who give freely of
their time and knowledge. The more volunteers we have, the more people we
can reach and teach. If you are one of those people who want to learn more and
like to help out, we want you as a Director!
We are always looking for individuals with administrative skills, organizational
abilities, teaching skills or computer skills. This is a great opportunity to learn
more about investing while spending time with a great group of folks.

